Abstract. For realizing the Semantic Web vision, extensive work is underway for getting the layers of its conceived architecture ready. Given that the Ontology Layer has reached a certain level of maturity with W3C recommendations such as RDF and the OWL Web Ontology Language, current interest focuses on the Rules Layer and its integration with the Ontology Layer. Several proposals have been made for solving this problem, which does not have a straightforward solution due to various obstacles. One of them is the fact that evaluation principles like the closed-world assumption, which is common in rule languages, are usually not adopted in ontologies. Furthermore, naively adding rules to ontologies raises undecidability issues. In this paper, after giving a brief overview about the current state of the Semantic-Web stack and its components, we will discuss nonmonotonic logic programs under the answer-set semantics as a possible formalism of choice for realizing the Rules Layer. We will briefly discuss open issues in combining rules and ontologies, and survey some existing proposals to facilitate reasoning with rules and ontologies. We will then focus on description-logic programs (or dl-programs, for short), which realize a transparent integration of rules and ontologies supported by existing reasoning engines, based on the answer-set semantics. We will further discuss a generalization of dlprograms, viz. HEX-programs, which offer access to different ontologies as well as higher-order language constructs.
Introduction
For the realization of the Semantic Web, the integration of different layers of its conceived architecture is a fundamental issue. In particular, the integration of rules and ontologies is currently under investigation, and many proposals in this direction have been made. They range from homogeneous approaches, in which rules and ontologies are combined in the same logical language (e.g., in SWRL and DLP [31, 24] ), to hybrid approaches in which the predicates of the rules and the ontology are distinguished and suitable interfacing between them is facilitated, like, e.g., [18, 14, 59, 30] (see [4] for a survey about such approaches). While the former approaches provide a seamless semantic integration of rules and ontologies, they suffer from problems concerning either limited expressiveness or undecidability, because of the interaction between rules and ontologies. Furthermore, they are not (or only to a limited extent) capable of dealing with ontologies having different formats and semantics (like, e.g., RDF Schema and OWL DL, which have some semantic incompatibilities) at the same time. This can be handled, in a fully transparent way, by approaches which keep rules and ontologies separate. Here, ontologies are treated as external sources of information, which are accessed by rules that also may provide input to the ontologies. In view of well-defined interfaces, the precise semantic definition of ontologies and their actual structure does not need to be known. This in particular facilitates ontology access as a Web service, where also privacy issues might be involved (e.g., a customer taxonomy in a financial domain).
In this paper, we shall consider reasoning with rules and ontologies from the answerset programming (ASP) [6] perspective. The latter is nowadays a general term for a powerful knowledge representation (KR) and declarative programming paradigm which includes many language features from nonmonotonic logics, as well as support for reasoning with constraints and preferences. ASP has recently been used as a reliable specification tool in a number of promising applications. For instance, several tasks in information integration, knowledge management, security management, and configuration, which require complex reasoning capabilities, have been successfully tackled using ASP. In particular, these applications have been explored in several recent projects funded by the European Commission (e.g., the projects WASP [61] , INFOMIX [35] , and ICONS [33] ).
Some attractive benefits of ASP are summarized as follows:
-Full declarativity: ASP is fully declarative. The order of rules and atoms in a logic program is not important, and, in general, no knowledge of the operational semantics a specific solver adopts is required. -Decidability: ASP programs are, in their basic flavor, decidable. No special restrictions are needed in order to keep this important property. -Support of nonmonotonicity: ASP supports strong negation as well as negation as failure. The latter facilitates default reasoning and nonmonotonic inheritance. -Nondeterminism: Concepts may be defined which "range" over a space of choices without any particular restriction. Combined with extensions for preferences and different kinds of constraints, this enables a compact specification of search and optimization problems. -Scalability: Despite the computational expressiveness of ASP, current state-of-theart solvers, such as DLV [36] , GnT [34] , or Cmodels-3 [38] , have reached a level of maturity which allows them to deal even with large datasets.
We refer to [60] for a repository of ASP solvers, and to [63] for a comprehensive report on recent ASP applications; a showcase collection is available online at http://www.kr.tuwien.ac.at/projects/WASP/showcase.html.
In the Semantic Web perspective, significant efforts have been made to highlight the benefits of ASP for the Rules Layer of the Semantic Web architecture and its inter- actions with the Ontology Layer. A variety of upcoming applications supports adopting ASP as a formalism for realizing the Rules Layer. The inherent nondeterminism and the possibility to enrich the semantics with weak (i.e., soft) constraints make ASP a well-suited candidate for applications like Web-service matchmaking and ontology alignment [58] . It is worth mentioning that an ASP application for Web-service composition [49] earned first prize in the EEE Web-Service Composition Contest [13] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section contains preliminaries on the relevant parts of the Semantic Web architecture, and Section 3 introduces ASP. In Section 4, we point out issues in combining rules and ontologies, and briefly survey approaches in this direction. After that, Section 5 presents nonmonotonic description-logic programs (or dl-programs, for short) as an example of an approach for combining rules and ontologies. The subsequent Section 6 presents an extension of this approach towards an integration of rules and general external software, in which the usage of higher-order predicates is facilitated. Finally, Section 7 provides a short discussion and concludes the paper.
In order to have a cohesive flow and to illustrate the different ASP extensions, we introduce an example in a storyboard-like fashion, which will serve as a running example throughout the paper.
Ontology Formalisms
Rules and ontologies represent two main components in the Semantic-Web vision which are expected to tightly interplay for making this vision a reality. In order to illustrate a plausible scenario where rules and ontologies interact, we will incrementally build a simple, yet conceivable, example.
Example 1 (Motivating Example, Part I). The Reasoning-Web Summer School is planning the organization of its social dinner. In order to make the attendees happy with this event and to make them familiar with ontologies, they decide to ask them to declare their preferences about wines, in terms of a class description reusing the (in)famous Wine Ontology [62] . The organizers realize that only one kind of wine would not achieve the goal of fulfilling all the attendees' preferences. Thus, they aim at automatically finding the cheapest selection of bottles such that any attendee can have his or her preferred wine at the dinner.
The organizers quickly realize that several building blocks are needed to accomplish this task. First of all, a good formalism to express the domain of interest (involving wines, their properties, and bottles) is needed. So they search among the currently available technologies and return with a strange brew of acronyms such as RDF, RDFS, and OWL.
The realization of reasoning with rules and ontologies affects basically four components of the so-called "Semantic-Web layer cake" [7] : RDF, RDFS, the Ontology Layer, and the Rules Layer. A slightly simplified version of this relevant part of the architecture proposal for the Semantic Web is shown in Fig. 1 .
Layered on top of standards which mainly serve to provide common syntax for information exchange on the Web, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [57, 27] provides a common flexible data model for the Semantic Web. Based on arbitrary labeled graphs, RDF does not enforce a particular data schema upfront. Next, RDF Schema (RDFS) provides facilities to define simple taxonomies among concepts and relations.
While RDFS as such could already be viewed as a simple ontology language, in order to provide more expressiveness for describing formal conceptualizations, the Ontology Layer was introduced and is realized by means of the OWL Web Ontology Language [11] , which can be seen as a syntactic variant of an expressive description logic.
As we already see in Fig. 1 , the "Semantic-Web layer cake" is in fact not strictly layered, since rules and ontologies appear side by side. Whereas RDF, RDFS, and OWL have already achieved an acceptable level of maturity as W3C recommendations, it is not yet completely clear where and how to fit in rules, possibly involving nonmonotonicity, preferences, or other expressive features. Defining a proper standard for integrating the plethora of rules languages around is yet to be investigated by W3C's recently established Rule Interchange Format (RIF) working group. 3 A natural choice of rule languages relevant for the integration of rules and ontologies are those originating from logic programming and nonmonotonic reasoning, in particular languages which are based on the answer-set programming paradigm (cf., e.g., [6] ), on which we focus here. The latter paradigm is a purely declarative problemsolving formalism which gained increasing momentum in the knowledge-representation community over the last decade.
Before introducing this paradigm in more detail though, we briefly recapitulate the established building blocks RDF(S) and OWL, and discuss their formal underpinnings.
RDF(S)
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) defines the data model for the Semantic Web. Driven by the goal of a least possible commitment to a particular data schema, the simplest possible structure for representing information was chosen in RDF, a labeled graph. An RDF graph can be viewed as a set of its directed edges, commonly represented by triples of form Subject Predicate Object , also called statements. Predicates, also referred to as properties in RDF terminology, denote the labels, and link a resource, identified by a URI, with another resource, datatype literal, or XML literal. ∧triple(me, foaf:knows, y) ∧triple(me, foaf:name, "AxelPolleres ) ∧triple(x, foaf:name, "RomanSchindlauer ) ∧triple(y, foaf:name, "GiovambattistaIanni )
Fig. 2. Different representations of RDF
Moreover, RDF graphs may contain anonymous ("blank") nodes, in order to express incomplete information or queries. Fig. 2 shows an example demonstrating three common notions for RDF graphs: RDF/XML syntax, N-Triples, and representing an RDF graph as a closed first-order formula where blank nodes are conceived as existentially quantified variables. We use the ternary predicate triple to represent RDF statements: alternative representations, like representing triples S P O by P (S, O), have some disadvantage for RDF, as we will see below.
This graphs contains the following information: The resource "http://polleres.net/foaf.rdf#me" with the name "Axel Polleres" knows someone named "Giovambattista Ianni" and someone named "Roman Schindlauer". Terms like foaf:knows are shortcuts for full URIs like http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/knows, 4 i.e., using so-called namespace prefixes from XML, for ease of legibility.
Moreover, basic RDF defines a special property rdf:type, which allows the specification of "is-a" relations, such as, for instance, http://polleres.net/foaf.rdf#me rdf:type foaf:Person . RDF supports two basic types, viz. rdf:Property and rdf:XMLLiteral, and a basic set of XML schema datatypes.
The semantics of RDF can be essentially viewed as corresponding to the first-order representation chosen in Fig. 2 plus entailment of several axiomatic triples, such as that the triple X rdf:type rdf:Property is an axiom for all X which occur in the predicate position of any other triple. In particular, this also makes, for instance, rdf:type rdf:type rdf:Property an axiom.
The semantics of RDF involves some more peculiarities in the handling of XML literals, RDF containers, and lists. Most remarkably, it should be noted that the RDF vocabulary contains an infinite number of predefined properties rdf: 1, rdf: 2, . . . for container membership, and thus gives rise to an infinite number of axiomatic triples rdf: 1 rdf:type rdf:Property , . . .. We refer the interested reader to [27] for details. RDF Schema (RDFS) is a semantic extension of basic RDF essentially by giving special meaning to the properties rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf, as well as to several types (like rdfs:Class, rdfs:Resource, rdfs:Literal, rdfs:Datatype etc.), in order to express simple taxonomies and hierarchies among properties and resources.
The semantics of RDFS can to a large extent be approximated by a set of sentences of first-order logic (FOL), reusing the notion from above (see Table 1 ) 5 plus the axiomatic triples from [27, Sections 3.1 and 4.1]. Note that our choice of using a ternary predicate triple in favor of a binary representation helped us to avoid higher-orderlike rules such as ∀S, P, O. P (S, O) ⊃ rdf:type (P ,rdf:Property) in this axiomatization. Again, we do not elaborate upon peculiarities and additional rules or axioms in the context of RDF containers and XML literals here. 
∀x, y : P (x, y) ≡ P0(y, x) P rdf:type owl:SymmetricProperty P ≡ P − ∀x, y : P (x, y) ≡ P (y, x) P rdf:type owl:FunctionalProperty 1P ∀x, y1, y2 : P (x, y1) ∧ P (x, y2) ⊃ y1 = y2 P rdf:type owl:InverseFunctionalProperty 1P − ∀x1, x2, y : P (x1, y) ∧ P (x2, y) ⊃ x1 = x2 P rdf:type owl:TransitiveProperty P
Description Logics and the OWL Web Ontology Language
The next layer in the Semantic-Web stack serves to formally define shared conceptualizations, i.e., ontologies [25] , on top of the RDF/RDFS data model. In order to formally specify such domain models, the W3C has chosen a language which is close to a syntactic variant of an expressive but still decidable description logic (DL), namely SHOIN (D). More precisely, the OWL DL variant coincides with this description logic, at the cost of imposing several restrictions on the usage of RDF(S). These restrictions (e.g., disallowing that a resource is used both as a class and an instance) are lifted in OWL Full which combines the description logic flavor of OWL DL and the syntactic freedom of RDF(S). For an in-depth discussion of the peculiarities of OWL Full, we refer the interested reader to the language specification [11] and restrict our observations to OWL DL here. While RDFS itself may already be viewed as a simple ontology language, OWL adds several features beyond the simple definition of hierarchies (rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:subClassOf) to define relations between properties and classes.
As for properties, OWL allows to specify transitive, symmetric, functional, inverse functional, and inverse properties. The correspondences of respective OWL properties and classes with description logics and first-order logic axioms expressible in OWL can be found in Table 2 . Note that we switch to the binary representation P (S, O) of triples here, since in description logics (and thus in OWL DL), predicate names and resources are assumed to be disjoint.
Moreover, OWL allows the specifications of complex class descriptions to be used in rdfs:subClassOf statements. Complex descriptions may involve class definitions in terms of union or intersection of other classes, as well as restrictions on properties. Table 3 gives an overview of the expressive possibilities of OWL for class descriptions and its semantic correspondences with description logics and first-order logics. 6 Such class descriptions can be related to each other using rdfs:subClassOf, owl:equivalentClass, or owl:disjointWith keywords, which allow us to express description-logic axioms of the form
Finally, OWL allows to express explicit equality or inequality relations between individuals by means of the owl:sameAs and owl:differentFrom properties, e.g., the triples For details on the description logics notion used in the Tables 2 and 3 , we refer the interested reader to, e.g., [5] . For our purposes, basic understanding of the corresponding definitions in term of first-order logic will be sufficient. What makes description logics the formalism of choice is the fact that it defines a decidable fragment of firstorder logic, i.e., queries for entailment of subclass relationships or class membership of a particular individual are effectively computable.
Example 2 (Ontologies in Description Logics). Taking the wine ontology from [62] , let us illustrate some of the conceptualizations therein in their corresponding descriptionlogics syntax:
Wine PotableLiquid = 1hasMaker ∀hasMaker .Winery; Wine ≥ 1madeFromGrape = 1hasFlavor ; ∀hasColor − .T {"White", "Rose", "Red "}; WhiteWine ≡ Wine ∀hasColor .{"White"}.
This knowledge base expresses the following information: A wine is a potable liquid, having exactly one maker, who is a member of the class Winery. Moreover, wines are made from at least one sort of grapes and have exactly one of the flavors, and one of the colors "White", "Rose", and "Red ". A WhiteWine is a wine with color "White". Finally, Welschriesling is an instance of WhiteWine.
Answer-Set Programming
After having introduced some foundations of the Semantic Web in terms of a data model (RDF) and ontology languages (RDFS and OWL), let us now turn to logic programs as a way to realize the Semantic-Web Rules Layer. For illustration purposes, consider the following continuation of our running example:
Example 3 (Motivating Example, Part II). As soon as the wine domain is described, the social-dinner organizers now have to face the problem of quickly modeling rules that describe a set of bottles that are suitable for all the participants, and to express the choice criteria among these candidate sets. They realize soon that domain-description languages accomplished their job well, but now they need some different tool: First, how to express possible choices of bottles? How to determine the set of attendees (say, the class nonSatisfied ) that are not assigned a compliant bottle? Unfortunately, under an open-world assumption, no attendee can be entailed as belonging to this class. Moreover, is it possible to exclude the situations where nonSatisfied is non-empty, and where the price of this selection of bottles is possibly minimal?
They conclude that a rule-based formalism with disjunction and nonmonotonic features would be the most appropriate formalism, and, among others, choose to investigate on the characteristics of ASP (answer-set programming).
Answer-set programming has its roots in the seminal work by Gelfond and Lifschitz [22] , who presented a semantics for logic programs with negation as failure and strong negation, where multiple answer sets (or stable models) may be ascribed to a program. This inherent nondeterminism can be exploited to represent different solutions to a problem in the answer sets of a logic program, as fostered, e.g., in [39, 42, 44] .
Syntax
Let Φ be a first-order vocabulary with nonempty finite sets of constant and predicate symbols, but no function symbols. 7 Let X be a set of variables. A term is either a variable from X or a constant symbol from Φ. An atom is an expression of the form p(t 1 , . . . , t n ), where p is a predicate symbol of arity n ≥ 0 from Φ, and t 1 , . . . , t n are terms. A literal l is either an atom or an expression of form −p, where "−" denotes strong negation and p is an atom. The complementary literal −l of l is −p if l = p and p if l = −p. A negation-as-failure literal (or NAF-literal) is either a literal or an expression of form not l, where "not" denotes negation as failure, or default negation, and l is a literal. A disjunctive rule (or simply a rule) r is an expression of the form
where l ≥ 0, m ≥ k ≥ 0, and all a i and b j are literals. The disjunction a 1 ∨ · · · ∨ a l is the head of r, while the conjunction b 1 , . . . , b k , not b k+1 , . . . , not b m is the body of r, where b 1 , . . . , b k (resp., not b k+1 , . . . , not b m ) is the positive (resp., negative) body of r. We use H(r) to denote the set of all head literals {a 1 , . . . , a l } of r, and B(r) to denote the set of all body literals
If the body of a rule r is empty (i.e., if B(r) = ∅), then r is a fact, and we often omit "←" in such a case. A rule is positive if B − (r) = ∅, and normal if the head of r is a literal. Similarly, a program is positive resp. normal, if each rule in it is positive resp. normal. A rule without head literals is an (integrity) constraint.
Example 4 (Simple Wine Program).
The following program is a simplistic representation of a part of the wine scenario described previously, in which a plain ontology is natively represented within the logic program.
% A suite of wine bottles and their kinds wineBottle("SelaksIceWine"); isA("SelaksIceWine", "whiteWine");
isA("SelaksIceWine", "sweetWine"); wineBottle("CheninBlanc");
isA("CheninBlanc", "whiteWine"); isA("CheninBlanc", "dryWine"); wineBottle("Chardonnay");
isA("Chardonnay", "whiteWine"); isA("Chardonnay", "dryWine"); wineBottle("ChiantiClassico"); isA("ChiantiClassico", "redWine");
isA("ChiantiClassico", "dryWine"); wineBottle("TaylorPort");
isA("TaylorPort", "redWine"); isA("TaylorPort", "sweetWine").
% Persons and their preferences person("axel "); preferredWine("axel ", "whiteWine"); person("gibbi ");
preferredWine("gibbi ", "redWine"); person("roman"); preferredWine("roman", "dryWine").
% Available bottles a person likes
The last rule describes bottles which are compliant with a person's preference.
Let us now consider a more elaborate version of this program.
Example 5 (Wine Program II).
Compared to Example 4, we add the following rules:
% This rule generates multiple answer sets
% Ensure that each person gets a bottle hasBottleChosen(X) ← bottleChosen(Z), compliantBottle(X, Z); ← person(X), not hasBottleChosen(X).
The first rule concludes that somebody does not like wine bottles which do no comply with the personal desires. The second rule generates different worlds: ones in which a given bottle is chosen and others in which it is not. The third rule, together with the constraint, prunes all worlds (under closed-world assumption, CWA) in which some person has no bottle chosen.
Moreover, note that the second rule (the "choice" rule) may be equivalently replaced with
Under the answer-set semantics (introduced next), this pair of rules enforces that either bottleChosen(X) or −bottleChosen(X) is included in an answer set (but not both), providing it contains compliantBottle(Y, X).
Semantics
The Herbrand universe of a program P , denoted HU P , is the set of all constant symbols appearing in P . If there is no such constant symbol, then HU P = {c}, where c is an arbitrary constant symbol from Φ. As usual, terms, atoms, literals, rules, programs, etc. are ground iff they do not contain any variables. The Herbrand base of a program P , denoted HB P , is the set of all ground (classical) literals that can be constructed from the predicate symbols appearing in P and the constant symbols in HU P . A ground instance of a rule r ∈ P is obtained from r by replacing every variable that occurs in r by a constant symbol from HU P . We use ground (P ) to denote the set of all ground instances of rules in P . A set of literals X ⊆ HB P is consistent iff {p, −p} ⊆ X for every atom p ∈ HB P . An interpretation I relative to a program P is a consistent subset of HB P . A model of a positive program P is an interpretation I ⊆ HB P such that B(r) ⊆ I implies H(r)∩I = ∅, for every r ∈ ground (P ). An answer set of a positive program P is a minimal model of P with respect to set inclusion. In particular, if P is positive and does not involve disjunction, then there exists a single answer set (if one exists).
Example 6 (Simple Wine Program, continued). Our simple wine program does not contain disjunction. Its Herbrand universe is HU P ={"SelaksIceWine", "CheninBlanc", "Chardonnay", "ChiantiClassico", "TaylorPort", "whiteWine", "redWine", "sweetWine", "dryWine", "axel ", "gibbi ", "roman"} and its single answer set consists of all the facts of the program, together with the following items:
compliantBottle("axel ", "SelaksIceWine"); compliantBottle("axel ", "CheninBlanc"); compliantBottle("axel ", "Chardonnay"); compliantBottle("gibbi ", "ChiantiClassico"); compliantBottle("gibbi ", "TaylorPort"); compliantBottle("roman", "CheninBlanc"); compliantBottle("roman", "Chardonnay"); compliantBottle("roman", "ChiantiClassico").
The Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct [22] of a program P relative to an interpretation I ⊆ HB P , denoted P I , is the ground positive program that is obtained from ground (P ) by (i) deleting every rule r such that B − (r) ∩ I = ∅, and
(ii) deleting the negative body from every remaining rule.
An answer set of a program P is an interpretation I ⊆ HB P such that I is an answer set of P I .
Note that, for positive P , P I = ground (P ), and thus the answer sets of P are its minimal models, as we recall from above. This applies to the program in Example 4.
Example 7 (Wine Program II, continued). Let us extend the answer set of the program in Example 4 by the atoms
doesNotLike("axel ", "ChiantiClassico"), doesNotLike("axel ", "TaylorPort"), doesNotLike("gibbi ", "SelaksIceWine"), doesNotLike("gibbi ", "CheninBlanc"), doesNotLike("gibbi ", "Chardonnay"), doesNotLike("roman", "SelaksIceWine"), doesNotLike("roman", "TaylorPort"), −bottleChosen("SelaksIceWine"), −bottleChosen("CheninBlanc"), bottleChosen("Chardonnay"), bottleChosen("ChiantiClassico"), −bottleChosen("TaylorPort"), hasBottleChosen("axel "), hasBottleChosen("roman"), hasBottleChosen("gibbi "), and let I be the resulting interpretation. Then, the program P I contains all ground instances of positive rules on HU P , plus the rules (originally containing negation in P )
where (c, c ) is from the set {("axel ", "ChiantiClassico"), ("axel ", "TaylorPort"), ("gibbi ", "SelaksIceWine"), ("gibbi ", "CheninBlanc"), ("gibbi ", "Chardonnay"), ("roman", "TaylorPort"), ("roman", "SelaksIceWine")}.
As easily checked, I satisfies all rules in P I , and moreover is a minimal model of P I . Therefore, I is an answer set of P . However, other answer sets do exist.
Reasoning Tasks
The main reasoning tasks associated with programs under the answer-set semantics are the following:
-decide whether a given program P has an answer set; -given a program P and ground literals l 1 , . . . , l n , decide whether l 1 , . . . , l n simultaneously hold in every (resp., some) answer set of P (this is known as cautious resp. brave reasoning); -given a program P and nonground literals l 1 , . . . , l n over variables X 1 , . . . , X k , list all assignments ν of values to X 1 , . . . , X k such that l 1 ν, . . . , l n ν is cautiously (resp., bravely) true (query answering); and -compute the set of all answer sets of a given program P .
Example 8 (Simple Wine Program, continued). In our simple wine program, we have a single answer set, and thus cautious and brave reasoning coincides. For instance, compliantBottle("axel ", "SelaksIceWine") is both a cautious as well as a brave consequence of the program. For the query person(X), we obtain the answers "axel ", "gibbi ", and "roman".
Example 9 (Wine Program II, continued). The more elaborated wine program has 20 answer sets, corresponding to the possibilities whether a bottle is being chosen or not. The cautious query bottleChosen("SelaksIceWine") fails, while the brave query bottleChosen("SelaksIceWine") succeeds. For the query bottleChosen(X), we obtain no answer under cautious reasoning.
The basic ASP language, as introduced above, has been extended in the literature with many features like weak constraints [8] , aggregates [20] (as familiar from database query languages), or cardinality and weight constraints [45] . The fruitful combination of these features allowed ASP to become an important knowledge-representation formalism for declaratively solving AI problems.
Example 10 (Wine Program III). Suppose we want to single out situations in which a smallest number of bottles is chosen. This is effected in DLV [36] by the weak constraint :∼ bottleChosen(X) [1] .
Intuitively, each fact bottleChosen(c) in an answer set is assigned a penalty of 1, and total penalties are minimized. In our example, the optimum are two bottles (e.g., bottleChosen("Chardonnay") and bottleChosen("ChiantiClassico")). For a formal definition of the syntax and semantics of weak constraints, and a refinement using priority levels, we refer to [36] .
with a suitable rules component. However, there are several obstacles in finding the right combination of rich ontology languages such as OWL, which are based on classical logic, with logic-programming based languages such as answer-set programming (see also [53] for a discussion).
Logic Programming vs. Classical Logic
As well-known, the core of logic programming, i.e., definite positive programs, has a direct correspondence with the Horn subset of classical first-order logic. To wit, a rule of form (1) which is definite (i.e., when l = 1) and not-free (i.e., when m = k) can be read as a first-order sentence
where (∀) denotes the universal closure operator. This subset of first-order logic allows for a sound and complete decision procedure for entailment of ground atomic formulae, which is in the function-free (datalog) case computable in finite polynomial time. However, there are some slight but important differences between the logic-programming view and the first-order view already for definite programs.
Non-ground entailment. The first divergence becomes apparent already in case of positive programs. The logic-programming semantics is defined in terms of minimal Herbrand models, i.e., sets of ground facts. Take for example the logic program potableLiquid (X) ← wine(X); wine(X) ← whiteWine(X); whiteWine("Welschriesling").
Both the logic-program reading and the Horn-clause reading of this program yields the entailment of facts whiteWine("WelschRiesling"), wine("WelschRiesling"), and potableLiquid ("WelschRiesling"). The first-order reading of the program would allow further non-factual inferences, such as wine("WelschRiesling") ⊃ potableLiquid ("WelschRiesling") and ∀ X .whiteWine(X) ⊃ PotableLiquid (X), which are not entailed by the logic program. Logic programs, minimal Herbrand models (and answer sets as their extension) are mainly concerned with facts.
Negation as failure vs. classical negation. Divergences become more severe when considering programs with negation. Negation as failure not is evaluated with respect to a closed-world assumption (CWA) whereas negation in description logics and thus in OWL (owl:complementOf) is interpreted classically. Let us again demonstrate this with a small example:
wine(X) ← whiteWine(X); nonWhite(X) ← not whiteWine(X); wine(myDrink ).
Not given any additional information, under the answer-set semantics this program entails both bravely and cautiously the fact nonWhite(myDrink ). However, this conclusion would not be justified in a first-order or description-logics reading of the above program, such as:
The reason for this is the different purposes classical negation and negation as failure serve: the latter to be understood as modeling (defeasible) default assumptions with nonmonotonic behavior. While some people argue that such a kind of nonmonotonic negation is unsuitable for an open environment like the Web, there are several applications, e.g., in information integration, where negation as failure has proved particularly useful (see Subsection 5.3).
Strong negation vs. classical negation. Note that also strong negation, as used in ASP has a slightly different flavor than its classical counterpart. That is, the following two representations of a logic program and an OWL knowledge base again slightly diverge:
Whitewine Wine; myDrink ∈ ¬Wine.
Whereas the description-logic knowledge base would entail myDrink ∈ ¬whiteWine, the corresponding fact −whiteWine(myDrink ) is not a justified conclusion in a logicprogramming setting, i.e., neither the law of the excluded middle nor contraposition does hold upfront in ASP. Nonetheless, one can "emulate" classical behavior of certain predicates in ASP. For instance, adding a rule whiteWine(X) ∨ −whiteWine(X) in the above example would achieve this.
Logic Programming and equality. Answer-set programming engines typically deploy a unique-names assumption (UNA) and do not support real equality reasoning, i.e., equality in the head of rules. This does not comply necessarily with the view in classical logic, and thus with RDF and OWL, where no such assumption is made. While equality "=" and inequality " =" predicates are allowed in rule bodies, they represent syntactic equality and (default) negation thereof only. This shall not be confused with OWL's owl:sameAs and owl:differentFrom directives. Following up the example from Section 2.2, consider the following rule base:
knows("http://polleres.net/foaf.rdf\#me", "http://www.polleres.net/foaf.rdf\#me").
Under standard ASP semantics where UNA is deployed, " =" amounts to "not =". Thus,
knowsOtherPeople("http://polleres.net/foaf.rdf\#me") would be entailed. Enabling reasoning with equality has usually a very high computational cost. Indeed, common description-logic reasoners like FACT++ [55] or RACER [26] also do not support full equality reasoning and nominals.
Decidability. Finally, the probably largest obstacle towards combining the descriptionlogics world of OWL and the logic-programming world of ASP stems from the fact that these two worlds face undecidability issues from two completely different angles.
Indeed, decidability of ASP follows from the fact that it is based on function-free Horn logic where ground entailment can be determined by checking finite subsets of the Herbrand base, i.e., decidability and termination of evaluation strategies is guaranteed by the finiteness of the domain. However, this is not so for description logics. Decidability of reasoning tasks such as satisfiability, class subsumption, or class membership in description logics is often strictly dependent from the combination of constructs which are allowed in the terminological language.
It is often possible to prove decidability by means of the so called tree-model property. This property basically says that a description-logic knowledge base has a model iff it has a finite tree shaped model whose depth and branching factor are bounded by the size of the knowledge base [5] . In general, it is possible to attempt to prove decidability by means of a generic finite-model property, although it is worth noting that SHOIN neither has the tree-model property nor the finite-model property [32] .
Unfortunately, it is difficult to combine two decidable fragments coming from the two worlds. As shown in [37] , the naive combination of even a very simple description logic with an arbitrary Horn logic is undecidable.
Strategies for Combining Rules and Ontologies
As one can expect by the above-mentioned problems, combining the two worlds of logic programming and classical logic, underlying description logics, is not straightforward.
However, a naive combination of description logics and Horn rules could be imagined as a possible approach for the Rules Layer of the Semantic Web. Indeed, the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [31] proposal, a recent W3C member submission, straightforwardly extends OWL DL in this spirit. Given an OWL knowledge base, SWRL allows to extend it by Horn rules using unary and binary atoms representing classes (concepts) and roles (properties), respectively. This allows, for instance, combined knowledge bases such as the following:
where the definition of the role "shareFood " by means of the first rule is not expressible directly in description logic alone. However, as mentioned above, this freedom comes at he cost of undecidability in the general case.
On the other extreme, the overcautious approach of allowing interoperability only on the intersection of description logics and Horn logic seems to be too restricted. Grosof et al. [24] have defined this intersection where the logic-programming and description-logic worlds coincides which they call DLP. However, such an approach leaves a rule and ontology language with very restrictive expressivity. Layering several extensions in the direction of logic programming and ASP on top of the DLP fragment have lead to the Web Rule Language (WRL) [2] proposal, an alternative W3C member submission.
In the following, we want to take a closer look at approaches which go beyond DLP but still retain decidability in a more cautious integration than SWRL. Especially, when we want to combine full description logics with full answer-set programming (i.e., not only Horn Rules), things become more involved. In principle, the different approaches in the literature can be divided into two major streams, as described below.
Interaction of ontologies and rules with tight semantic integration. Rules are introduced by adapting existing semantics for rule languages directly in the Ontology Layer. The DLP fragment on the one end and the undecidable SWRL approach on the other mark two extremes of this stream. Nonetheless, in between, recently several proposals have been made to extend expressiveness while still retaining decidability, remarkably several attempts in the ASP field. Common to these approaches are syntactic restrictions of the combined language in a way that guarantees "safe interaction" of the rules and ontologies parts of the language (see Fig. 3 ).
The first such approach, AL-Log [12] , extends the description logic AL by Horn rules, but with the additional "safety" restriction that every variable of a rule r must appear in at least one of the rule atoms occurring in the body of r, where rule atoms are those predicates which do not appear in the description-logic knowledge base part, but only in rules. This restriction, which retains decidability, is for instance violated by (3). The decidability result for such so-called DL-safe rules is extended to a more expressive description logic SHIQ in [43] bringing us closer to OWL.
Another approach [29] in this direction shows decidability for query answering in ALCHOQ( , ) with DL-safe rules by an embedding in extended conceptual logic programming, a decidable extension of the answer-set semantics by open domains.
The most recent work in this direction [51] [52] [53] loosens the safety restriction further, by allowing non-rule atoms also in rule heads, and also gives a nonmonotonic semantics for non-Horn rules in the spirit of answer-set programming.
Integration of ontologies and rules with strict semantic separation. In this setting, ASP should play a central role in the Rules Layer, while OWL/RDF flavors would keep their purpose of description languages, not aimed at intensive reasoning jobs, in the underlying Ontology Layer. The two layers are kept strictly separate and only communicate via a "safe interface", but do not impose syntactic restrictions on either the rules or the ontology part (see again Fig. 3) .
From the Rules Layer point of view, ontologies are dealt with as an external source of information whose semantics is treated separately. Nonmonotonic reasoning and rules are allowed in a decidable setting, as well as arbitrary mixing of closed and open world reasoning. This approach typically involves special predicates in rule bodies which allow queries to a description-logic knowledge base, and exchange factual knowledge, Examples for this type of interaction are [18, 14, 41] and the call of external description-logic reasoners in the TRIPLE [54] rules engine. In the remainder of this paper, we will focus on nonmonotonic description-logic programs [18, 14] as a showcase solution among these approaches.
For excellent surveys which classify the numerous proposals for combining rules and ontologies we refer the interested reader to [4, 46] .
Nonmonotonic Description-Logic Programs
In this section, we introduce description-logic programs (or simply dl-programs), which are a novel combination of normal programs and description-logic knowledge bases.
Syntax
Informally, a dl-program consists of a description-logic knowledge base L and a generalized program P , which may contain queries to L. Roughly, in such a query, it is asked whether a certain description-logic axiom or its negation logically follows from L or not.
A dl-query Q(t) is either (a) a concept inclusion axiom F or its negation ¬F ; or (b) of the form C(t) or ¬C(t), where C is a concept and t is a term; or (c) of the form R(t 1 , t 2 ) or ¬R(t 1 , t 2 ), where R is a role and t 1 , t 2 are terms.
A dl-atom is an expression of the form
where m ≥ 0, and such that each S i is either a concept or a role, op i ∈ { , − ∪}, p i is a unary resp. binary predicate symbol, and Q(t) is a dl-query. We call p 1 , . . . , p m the input predicate symbols of (4). Intuitively, op i = (resp., op i = − ∪) increases S i (resp., ¬S i ) by the extension of p i .
A dl-rule r has the form (1), 8 where any literal b 1 , . . . , b m ∈ B(r) may be a dl-atom. We denote by B + (r) (resp., B − (r)) the set of all dl-atoms in B + (r) (resp., B − (r)). A dl-program KB = (L, P ) consists of a description-logic knowledge base L and a finite set P of dl-rules.
Positive and normal dl-rules are defined like for ordinary programs. A dl-program KB = (L, P ) is positive, if P is "not"-free, and is normal, if rule heads are literals (i.e., if l = 1 in (1)).
We illustrate dl-programs in terms of our running example.
Example 11 (Wine program, OWL)
. Suppose now that an ontology is available, formulated in OWL, which describes information about available wine bottles (as instances of a concept Wine), and contains (among others) further concepts SweetWine, DryWine, RedWine, and WhiteWine for different types of wine. The earlier program is modified by fetching the wines now from the ontology, using the following rule:
% A suite of wine bottles and their kinds wineBottle(X) ← DL["Wine"](X).
The isA predicate can then be defined by means of the following rules:
% A suite of wine bottles and their kinds isA(X, "sweetWine") ← wineBottle(X), DL["SweetWine"](X); isA(X, "dryWine") ← wineBottle(X), DL["dryWine"](X); isA(X, "redWine") ← wineBottle(X), DL["redWine"](X); isA(X, "whiteWine") ← wineBottle(X), DL["WhiteWine"](X).
However, the isA predicate may be eliminated; instead of
we may write simply use
for each c ∈ {"SweetWine", "DryWine", "RedWine", "WhiteWine"}. The resulting program is depicted in Fig. 4 . Notice that Rules (5)- (12) form a positive normal dlprogram.
Example 12 (Wine program, OWL II)
. Suppose now that we learn that there is a bottle, "SelaksIceWine", which is a white wine and not dry. We may add this information to the logic program using the facts white("SelaksIceWine") and not dry("SelaksIceWine").
In our program, we may pass this information to the ontology by adding in the dl-atoms the operations "WhiteWine" white and "DryWine" − ∪not dry.
For instance, DL["Wine"](X) is changed to DL["WhiteWine" white, "DryWine" − ∪ not dry; "Wine"](X).
Semantics
We first define Herbrand interpretations and the truth of dl-programs in Herbrand interpretations. In the sequel, let KB = (L, P ) be a dl-program.
The Herbrand base of P , denoted HB P , is the set of all ground literals with a standard predicate symbol that occurs in P and constant symbols in Φ. We denote by DL P be the set of all ground instances of dl-atoms with constant symbols in Φ.
An interpretation I relative to P is a consistent subset of HB P . We say that I is a model of ∈ HB P under L, denoted I |= L , iff ∈ I, and of a ground dl-atom a of form (4) 
, where % A suite of wine bottles and their kinds:
% Persons and their preferences:
person("axel "); preferredWine("axel ", "whiteWine"); (6) person("gibbi"); preferredWine("gibbi", "redWine"); (7) person("roman"); preferredWine("roman", "dryWine").
% Available bottles a person likes:
compliantBottle(X, Z) ← preferredWine(X, "DryWine"), wineBottle(Z),
compliantBottle(X, Z) ← preferredWine(X, "RedWine"), wineBottle(Z),
compliantBottle(X, Z) ← preferredWine(X, "WhiteWine"), wineBottle(Z),
% Available bottles a person dislikes:
wineBottle(Z), not compliantBottle(X, Z). (13)
% Generation of multiple answer sets:
% Ensuring that each person gets a bottle:
← person(X), not hasBottleChosen(X). Fig. 4 . dl-program for wine selection
We say that I is a model of a ground dl-rule r under L, denoted I |= L r, iff I |= L H(r) whenever I |= L l for all l ∈ B + (r) and I |= L l for all l ∈ B − (r). Furthermore, I is a model of a dl-program KB = (L, P ), denoted I |= KB , iff I |= L r for all r ∈ ground (P ). We say that KB is satisfiable (resp., unsatisfiable) iff it has some (resp., no) model.
Note that the herein introduced dl-atoms are monotonic: A ground dl-atom a is said to be monotonic whenever given two interpretations I ⊆ I it holds that if I |= L a then I |= L a as well.
Example 13 (Wine program, OWL, continued). Consider the interpretation I = {wineBottle("TaylorPort"), preferredWine("gibbi ", "redWine"), isA("TaylorPort", "redWine")}, and the rule r, given by:
isA("TaylorPort", "redWine") ← wineBottle("TaylorPort"), DL["RedWine"]("TaylorPort").
Suppose "RedWine"("TaylorPort") is true in the ontology. Then, we have that I |= L DL["RedWine"]("TaylorPort"), and hence I |= L r. On the other hand, I |= L s, where s is given by compliantBottle("gibbi ", "TaylorPort") ← preferredWine("gibbi ", "redWine"), wineBottle("TaylorPort"),
since I contains all atoms in the body of s but not H(s) = compliantBottle("gibbi ", "TaylorPort").
Minimal-model semantics of positive dl-programs. We first consider positive dl-programs. Like for ordinary positive programs, every nondisjunctive positive dl-program which is satisfiable has a single minimal model, which naturally characterizes its semantics. Observe that, as pointed out above, dl-atoms considered here are monotonic. For ordinary normal positive programs P , it is well-known that the intersection of two models of P is also a model of P . A similar result holds for dl-programs. Theorem 1. Let KB = (L, P ) be a normal positive dl-program. If the interpretations I 1 , I 2 ⊆ HB P are models of KB , then I 1 ∩ I 2 is also a model of KB .
As an immediate corollary of this result, every satisfiable positive dl-program KB has a unique least model, denoted M KB , which is contained in every model of KB . Corollary 1. Let KB = (L, P ) be a normal positive dl-program. If KB is satisfiable, then there is a unique model I ⊆ HB P of KB such that I ⊆ J for all models J ⊆ HB P of KB . Example 14. Consider Rules (5)- (12) in Fig. 4 . Combined with the classical wine ontology, which is consistent, they have a single minimal model.
On the other hand, if a dl-program contains disjunction, then multiple minimal models of KB may exist.
Example 15. Consider again the program in Fig. 4 , and disregard the rules containing default negation "not". In the wine ontology, each class RedWine, WhiteWine, and DryWine has several instances (and some of them have common instances, e.g., "TaylorPort"). Therefore, for each of axel , gibbi , and roman, multiple possibilities to choose a compliant bottle exist. In combination, they give rise to multiple answer sets of the reduced program.
Strong answer-set semantics of dl-programs. We now define the strong answer-set semantics of general dl-programs. It reduces to the minimal model semantics for positive dl-programs, using a generalized transformation that removes all NAF-literals.
In the sequel, let KB = (L, P ) be a dl-program.
Definition 1.
The strong dl-reduct of P relative to L and an interpretation I ⊆ HB P , denoted sP I L , is the set of all dl-rules obtained from ground (P ) by (i) deleting every dl-rule r such that I|= L for some ∈ B − (r), and (ii) deleting from each remaining dl-rule r all literals in B − (r).
Note that (L, sP I L ) is a positive dl-program. Moreover, by Corollary 1, it has a least model if it is satisfiable and normal.
Example 16 (Wine program, OWL continued). Suppose that the concept RedWine possesses the instances "TaylorPort" and "ChiantiClassico", WhiteWine the instance "SelaksIceWine", and DryWine the instance "ChateauMargaux ", and assume that SweetWine is empty. Note that these concepts are all subconcepts of Wine.
Consider the interpretation I which includes, besides the facts in the program, the following items:
compliantBottle("axel ", "SelaksIceWine"); compliantBottle("gibbi ", "TaylorPort"); compliantBottle("gibbi ", "ChiantiClassico"); compliantBottle("roman", "ChateauMargaux ");
bottleChosen("axel "); bottleChosen("gibbi "); bottleChosen("roman"); hasBottleChosen("axel "); hasBottleChosen("gibbi "); hasBottleChosen("roman"); doesNotLike("axel ", "TaylorPort"); doesNotLike("axel ", "ChiantiClassico"); doesNotLike("axel ", "ChateauMargaux "); doesNotLike("gibbi ", "SelaksIceWine"); doesNotLike("gibbi ", "ChateauMargaux "); doesNotLike("roman", "SelaksIceWine"); doesNotLike("roman", "TaylorPort"); doesNotLike("roman", "ChiantiClassico").
It can be checked that I is a strong answer set of KB . Indeed, I satisfies all positive rules in P , as well as all rules of form doesNotLike(p, w) ← person(p), wineBottle(w), stemming from Rule (13) in Fig. 4 , for each pair p, w such that compliantBottle(p, w) is not contained in I. Furthermore, Rule (16) vanishes in the reduction. Thus, I is a model of (L, sP I L ). Moreover, I is minimal as no facts can be removed from it without losing modelhood. Therefore, I is an strong answer set of KB .
The following result shows that the strong answer-set semantics of a dl-program KB = (L, P ) conservatively extends the ordinary answer-set semantics of P . Theorem 2. Let KB = (L, P ) be a dl-program without dl-atoms. Then, I ⊆ HB P is a strong answer set of KB iff it is an answer set of the ordinary program P .
As desired, strong answer sets of a dl-program KB are also models, and, moreover, minimal.
Theorem 3. Let KB = (L, P ) be a dl-program and let M be a strong answer set of KB . Then, (a) M is a model of KB , and (b) M is a minimal model of KB .
Proof. (a) Let I be a strong answer set of KB . To show that I is also a model of KB , we have to show that I |= L r for all r ∈ ground (P ). Consider any r ∈ ground (P ). Suppose that I |= L for all ∈ B + (r) and I |= L for all ∈ B − (r). Then, the dl-rule r that is obtained from r by removing all the literals in B − (r) is contained in sP I L . Since I is a minimal model of (L, sP I L ) and thus in particular a model of (L, sP I L ), it follows that I is a model of r . Since I |= L for all ∈ B + (r ) and I |= L for all ∈ B − (r ) = ∅, it follows that I |= L for some ∈ H(r). This shows that I |= L r. Also, each rule r ∈ ground (P ) having no counterpart in sP I L is trivially modeled by I since I |= B(r). Hence, I is a model of KB .
(b) By Part (a), every strong answer set I of KB is a model of KB . We show that I is a minimal model of KB . Towards a contradiction, suppose that there exists a model J of KB such that J ⊂ I. Since J is a model of KB , it follows that J is also a model of (L, sP J L ). As every dl-atom in DL P is monotonic relative to KB , it then follows that sP
Hence, I is a minimal model of KB . Note that every normal positive dl-program KB has at most one strong answer set, which coincides with the single minimal model of KB .
Further Examples
Closed-world reasoning. As stressed in Section 4, it is acknowledged that many Semantic-Web application scenarios require some form of closed-world reasoning [1, 28] .
Using dl-programs, the CWA may be easily expressed on top of an external knowledge base which can be queried through suitable dl-atoms. We show this here for a description-logic knowledge base L.
Intuitively given a concept C, its negated versionC (under CWA) is defined by adding to a given dl-program the rulē
For example, given that L = {WhiteWine Wine, Wine("ChiantiClassico")}, for concepts WhiteWine and Wine, the CWA infers ¬WhiteWine("ChiantiClassico").
As well known, the CWA can lead to inconsistent conclusions. If, in the above example, L contains further axioms Wine = WhiteWine ¬RedWine and ⊥ = WhiteWine ¬RedWine, then the CWA infers WhiteWine("ChiantiClassico") and RedWine("ChiantiClassico"), which is inconsistent with L.
We can check inconsistency of the CWA with the further rule
where ⊥ is the empty concept (entailment of ⊥(b), for any constant b, is tantamount to inconsistency). Workarounds to these semantic difficulties are well known in the literature: minimal-model reasoning, or the extended closed-world assumption (ECWA), for instance, avoid the problem of CWA inconsistency [9, 23] . These extensions can be easily implemented in the framework of dl-programs, by means of a suitable encoding that computes minimal models of a knowledge base L. Intuitively, building minimal models of L corresponds to concluding as much negative facts as possible while keeping consistency.
Default reasoning. By maximizing rather than minimizing extensions, default reasoning, as in the approach by Poole [48] , on top of a description-logic knowledge base may be supported. The rationale is to associate to individuals default values for concept and roles. Default information is maximized, in the sense that it is propagated as much as possible unless inconsistency arises.
Although acknowledged as being essential for modeling reasoning in the SemanticWeb context (see, e.g., [3] ), description-logic knowledge bases do not allow nonmonotonic inheritance. This often causes many ontology design problems, especially in those cases where overriding some default-concept property value is the most natural way of defining a subclass. Defaults are especially tailored at implementing nonmonotonic inheritance. For example, the rules
on top of a part, L, of the wine ontology express that sparkling wines are white by default. Given
we then can conclude white("VeuveCliquot") and nonwhite("Lambrusco").
Additional Features of dl-Programs
An interesting fragment of dl-programs are stratified dl-programs, which are, intuitively, composed of hierarchic layers of positive dl-programs linked via default negation. This generalization of the classic notion of stratification embodies a fragment of the language having single answer sets. Semantics for programs (or sub-programs) belonging to this fragment can be evaluated at a less expensive computational cost [15] .
Furthermore, it is possible to evaluate dl-programs either under weak answer-set semantics [18] and a well-founded semantics [19] . The former does not make any assumption on the nature of a dl-atom (whereas monotonic dl-atoms are treated explicitly in the semantics discussed here), while the latter is a generalization of the traditional well-founded semantics [56] for dl-programs.
Prototype Implementation
A fully operational prototype, named NLP-DL, ready for experiments, is available via a Web interface at http://www.kr.tuwien.ac.at/staff/roman/semweblp/ The system accepts nondisjunctive dl-programs as input, 9 given by an ontology formulated in OWL DL (as processed by RACER [26] ) and a set of dl-rules in the language above, where ←, , and − ∪, are written as ":-", "+=", and "-=", respectively. The following reasoning tasks are featured:
(i) Computing models (answer sets or the well-founded model) of a given dl-program:
For computing the answer sets, a preliminary computation of the well-founded model may be issued, which semantically approximates the answer sets-this is exploited for optimization. (ii) Evaluating a given query on a given dl-program: Under the answer-set semantics, both brave reasoning and cautious reasoning are available.
The system architecture integrates the external DLV [36] and RACER engines, the latter being embedded into a caching module, a well-founded semantics module, an answer-set semantics module, a pre-processing module, and a post-processing module.
Each internal module has been implemented using the PHP scripting language; the overhead is insignificant, provided that most of the computing power is devoted to the execution of the two external reasoners. In particular, efficient usage of RACER is critical for the system performance. Respective techniques, mainly based on caching query results and exploiting monotonicity of description-logic reasoning, are described in [15] .
Extensions
Example 17 (Motivating Example, Part III). Now that a machinery, automatically generating a selection of wine bottles for the social dinner, is ready, the organizers wonder whether it is possible to accomplish this task in a better way. After all, the Semantic Web envisions a world where machine-to-machine protocols express their full potential, and people are freed from most annoying jobs. In this context, multiple domain descriptions (i.e., multiple ontologies), possibly with differing semantics, may interact closely and have to be ready for information exchange.
For instance, most of the attendees may have his or her own FOAF [21] description on-line. These description might potentially publish all the public data about an attendee, including his or her preferred wine. However, now the organizers notice that they need some formalism powerful enough to interface several formalisms and multiple ontologies at once.
HEX-programs
HEX-programs generalize dl-programs with regard to the following features:
-The notion of a dl-atom is generalized to that of an external atom. The latter kind of atom may bind knowledge coming from different external formalisms, with possibly differing semantics. Also, an external atom can delegate special tasks to traditional programs (such as string processing), for which logic programming is not tailored at. For instance, it is possible to merge RDF ontologies with OWL ontologies, as in the following small program:
Also, possible external sources of knowledge can be merged with arbitrary strategies, and can bring in new symbols not appearing elsewhere in a given program ("value invention"). -It is made possible to quantify over sets of concepts just as it is done with individuals, and to freely exchange the former objects with the latter ones. These meta-reasoning features are enabled by means of higher-order atoms, such as in the rule "wine:Wine"(X) ← triple(X, "rdf:type", "wine:Wine"). In this section, we briefly discuss HEX-programs; for further details, see [14] .
Syntax and Semantics
HEX-programs are built on mutually disjoint sets C, X , and G of constant names, variable names, and external predicate names, respectively. Unless stated otherwise, elements from X (resp., C) are denoted with first letter in upper case (resp., lower case);
elements from G are prefixed with " & ". 10 Constant names serve both as individual and predicate names. Importantly, C may be infinite.
Elements from C ∪ X are called terms. A higher-order atom (or atom) is a tuple (Y 0 , Y 1 , . . . , Y n ) , where Y 0 , . . . , Y n are terms; n ≥ 0 is its arity. Intuitively, Y 0 is the predicate name; we thus also use the familiar notation Y 0 (Y 1 , . . . , Y n ). The atom is ordinary, if Y 0 is a constant. For example, (x, rdf :type, c) and node(X) are ordinary atoms, while D(a, b) is a higher-order atom. An external atom is of the form
where Y 1 , . . . , Y n and X 1 , . . . , X m are two lists of terms (called input list and output list, respectively), and &g ∈ G is an external predicate name. We assume that &g has fixed lengths in(&g) = n and out(&g) = m, respectively. Intuitively, an external atom provides a way for deciding the truth value of an output tuple depending on the extension of a set of input predicates.
Example 18. The external atom &reach[edge, a](X) may compute the nodes reachable in the graph edge from the node a. Here, in(&reach) = 2 and out(&reach) = 1.
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A HEX-program, P , is a finite set of rules of form (1), where literals in the heads of rules are (higher-order) atoms, and literals in the bodies of rules contain either (higherorder) atoms or external atoms.
The semantics of HEX-programs generalizes the answer-set semantics [22] , and is defined using the FLP-reduct [20] , which is more elegant than the traditional reduct and ensures minimality of answer sets.
The Herbrand base of a HEX-program P , denoted HB P , is the set of all possible ground versions of atoms and external atoms occurring in P obtained by replacing variables with constants from C. The grounding of a rule r, ground (r), is defined accordingly, and the grounding of program P is ground (P ) = r∈P ground (r). An interpretation relative to P is any subset I ⊆ HB P containing only atoms. We say that I is a model of atom a ∈ HB P , denoted I |= a, if a ∈ I. With every external predicate name &g ∈ G we associate an (n+m+1)-ary Boolean function f &g (called oracle function) assigning each tuple (I, y 1 . . . , y n , x 1 , . . . , x m ) either 0 or 1, where n = in(&g), m = out(&g), I ⊆ HB P , and x i , y j ∈ C. We say that I ⊆ HB P is a model of a ground external atom a = &g[y 1 , . . . , y n ](x 1 , . . . , x m ), denoted I |= a, iff f &g (I, y 1 . . ., y n , x 1 , . . . , x m ) = 1. Let r be a ground rule. We define (i) I |= H(r) iff there is some a ∈ H(r) such that I |= a, (ii) I |= B(r) iff I |= a for all a ∈ B + (r) and I |= a for all a ∈ B − (r), and (iii) I |= r iff I |=H(r) whenever I |= B(r). We say that I is a model of a HEX-program P , denoted I |= P , iff I |= r for all r ∈ ground (P ).
The FLP-reduct [20] of P with respect to I ⊆ HB P , denoted fP I , is the set of all r ∈ ground (P ) such that I |= B(r). I ⊆ HB P is an answer set of P iff I is a minimal model of fP I .
Differences between the FLP-reduct and the strong dl-reduct. The two above semantics are not equivalent in the presence of nonmonotonic external atoms, where the notion of monotonicity for an external atom generalizes that for dl-atoms. Let us assume to have an external predicate &neg, defined in such a way that the ground atom &neg[p](a) satisfies I |= &neg[p](a) whenever an interpretation I is such that I |= p(a) (i.e., &neg reproduces the behavior of the usual negation as failure). The program P , consisting of the single rule
has S 1 = {p(a)} as a strong answer set. However, also S 2 = ∅ is a strong answer set of P , thus S 1 is not minimal. It is often desirable that answer sets are incomparable as in the above case: intuitively, self-supportedness of an atom such as in the rule p(a) ← p(a) should not give evidence of the truth of p(a). The FLP-reduct overcomes these drawbacks. Indeed, it can be proven that this reduct produces only incomparable answer sets: under FLP semantics, S 1 is not an answer set.
Further Examples
With HEX-programs, it is possible to extract information from different sources in the same program.
Assume we want to invite all friends of Axel Polleres for dinner, and that their wine preferences are given by means of their FOAF descriptions. To this end, we introduce the &rdf atom for dealing with RDF sources, and the &dlC atom that mimics partially the semantics of a dl-atom. An atom &rdf [u](s, p, o) is true if s p o is an RDF triple asserted at URI u. Also, &dlC [u, c](x ) is true if x is an individual which can be proved to belong to class c in the knowledge base located at URI u (under OWL semantics).
First, namespace directives allow us to deal with individuals and concepts (constant symbols) coming from different Web sources: Suppose now that a FOAF description is given, like in Fig. 5 . This FOAF description is enriched with the property foafplus:winePreference which expresses a wine preference for a given person. This small description can be interfaced with a HEXprogram in the following way:
T (X, triple) ← "rdf:type"(X, T, triple).
The above rules materialize the RDF triples contained in Axel's FOAF description. Then, the predicate preferredWine is now computed by extracting data from external descriptions of Axel's friends (note that further external ontologies are consulted whose locations depend on the first consulted ontology): mainEntity(M, triple) ← "foaf:primaryTopic"(X, M, triple), "foaf:PersonalProfileDocument"(X, triple); community(A, Y ) ← "foaf:knows"(X, A, triple), Note that this rule allows to generalize, for instance, Rules (9)- (12) of the program given in Fig. 4 . The rest of the program is very similar to the latter one:
bottleChosen(X) ∨ −bottleChosen(X) ← compliantBottle(Y, X); hasBottleChosen(X) ← bottleChosen(Z), compliantBottle(X, Z);
← preferredWine(X, Y ), not hasBottleChosen(X); :∼ bottleChosen(X) [1] .
Prototype Implementation
An experimental prototype for evaluating HEX-programs, called dlvhex, is available and executable on the Web at http://www.kr.tuwien.ac.at/research/dlvhex/ Apart from implementing the semantics of HEX-programs, dlvhex supports a number of built-in functions as well as integrity and weak constraints. Its further development is work in progress.
The principle behind dlvhex is to represent a framework that integrates a native answer-set solver-here, DLV [36] -and the external reasoners underlying the external atoms. Optionally, dlvhex can integrate DLT [10] as a pre-parser to allow for templates and frame syntax within HEX-programs. Due to the bidirectional nature of external atoms, they cannot be evaluated prior to calling the answer-set solver. Instead, dlvhex builds the dependency graph of the HEX-program, identifying minimal sets of nodes that involve external atoms, which have to be solved by specifically tailored algorithms. This strategy, which is described in more detail in [16] and [17] , relies basically on a modified version of the well-known splitting-set theorem for ordinary logic programs [40] .
The evaluation functions of the external atoms are defined completely independent from dlvhex by so called plug-ins, which can contain the implementations of several atoms. The currently available external atoms are the RDF Plug-in, the DescriptionLogics Plug-in and the String Plug-in, described below.
The RDF Plug-in The RDF plug-in currently provides a single external atom, the &rdf atom, which enables the user to import RDF triples from any RDF knowledge base. It takes a single constant as input, which denotes the RDF source (a file path or a Web address). The &rdf atom interfaces with the RAPTOR RDF library. The Description-Logics Plug-in In order to model dl-programs [18] in terms of HEX- programs, the Description-Logics Plug-in has been developed. This plug-in includes three external atoms (these atoms, in accord to the semantics of dl-programs, also allow for extending a description-logic knowledge base, before submitting a query, by means of the atoms' input parameters):
-the &dlC atom, which queries a concept (specified by an input parameter of the atom) and retrieves its individuals; -the &dlR atom, which queries an object property and retrieves its individual pairs; -the &dlDR atom, which queries a datatype property and retrieves its pairs; and -the &dlConsistent atom, which tests the (possibly extended) description-logic knowledge base for consistency.
The Description-Logics Plug-in can access OWL ontologies, i.e., description-logic knowledge bases in the language SHOIN (D), utilizing the RACER [26] reasoning engine. The String Plug-in The task of the String Plug-in is to realize simple string manipulations.
Currently, dlvhex, together with the presented plug-ins, are available as source packages. Moreover, a toolkit for developing custom plug-in is supplied as well, embedded in the GNU auto-tools environment, which takes care for the low-level, system-specific build process and which allows the plug-in author to concentrate his or her efforts on the implementation of the plug-in's actual core functionality.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have considered reasoning with rules and ontologies, taking an answer-set programming perspective. A number of approaches for combining rules and ontologies have been presented so far, and the quest for the Holy Grail of an ideally suited formalism (which might not exist) is still ongoing. As we have briefly discussed, a number of issues come up when combining rules as in logic programming and ontologies formalized in classical logic. Bridging the quite different worlds of logic programs and ontologies has been attempted in different approaches, which may be grouped in "tightly" coupled and "loosely" coupled approaches.
The approach which is closest in spirit to dl-programs is Rosati's DL+log formalism [52, 53] , which extends his previous work [50, 51] . In this approach, predicates are split into ontology predicates and into logic-program (datalog) predicates. A notion of model of a combined rule and ontology knowledge base is defined using a two-step reduct in which, in the first step, the ontology predicates are eliminated under the openworld assumption (OWA) and, in the second step, the negated logic-programming predicates under the closed-world assumption (CWA). As shown by Rosati, the emerging formalism (which focuses on first-order models under the standard-names assumption), is decidable provided that conjunctive-query answering over the underlying ontology is decidable. The main differences between DL+log and dl-programs are as follows:
-DL+log is a tight coupling, while dl-programs provide a loose coupling of rules and ontologies. -While extensions of dl-programs to integrate ontologies even in different formats are straightforward, there is no corresponding counterpart in DL+log.
-The approach of dl-atoms is more flexible for mixing different reasoning modalities, such as consistency checking and logical consequence. In the realm of HEXprograms, almost arbitrary combinations can be conceived. -The coupling as realized in dl-programs aims at facilitating interoperability of existing reasoning systems and software (such as DLV and RACER). On the other hand, the loose coupling requires a bridging between the two worlds of ontologies and rules, which has to be provided by the user. In particular, this applies to the individuals at the instance level.
The development and theoretical study of HEX-programs is ongoing. Algorithms and techniques for efficient implementation are in an advanced stage of progression. In a sense, rules are per se a form or knowledge that needs to be exchanged and evaluated under different semantics. To this end, we are developing an exchange format aimed at fitting answer-set programming in the RuleML standard. In conclusion, although quite some efforts have been spent on combining rules and ontologies, there is still a lot of work to be done.
